DEFINITIVE GREEN GLASS SEA PUZZLER

Across
6. What did Charlie and Jack have in the trees off the base? **TREE HOUSE**
8. What do the Greek letters on the cover of the book say? **SHAZAM**
9. The people who lived on the base, called it, “**THE HILL**.”
10. **THE BOY** Mechanic, was the book that Dewey travels with and learns to build a radio from.
11. What does Suze give to Dewey to bring her out of her fog? **ROCK**
12. Suze’s favorite Greek letter to say out loud. **OMICRON**

Down
1. What was Dewey’s last present from Papa? **TRINITITE**
2. What was the gadget? **ATOMIC BOMB**
3. Who does Davey meet on the train? **JIMMY KERRIGAN**
4. Suze Gordon had enough of the army’s **GREEN UNIFORMS** so she didn’t join the girl scouts.
5. The book is full of **SECRETS**.
7. What was the green glass sea before it fused into glass? **SAND**
8. What did the people on the hill call the Chemists? **STINKERS**